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1.0 Introduction 
 
Forsite Consultants Ltd. (Forsite) was retained by Interwest Timber Ltd. to complete a field 
assessment as a continuation of a previous risk assessment for several non-status roads and several 
associated bridges in the Cayoosh Watershed.  Also included in this project was the completion of 
deactivation prescriptions for four sections of road previously determined as having a high 
environmental risk. These works are a follow up to the Cayoosh Creek Watershed Risk Assessment 
(undated, presumably 2007), prepared by Integrated ProAction Corp. (IPAC), prepared for Ainsworth 
 Engineered Canada LP. 
 
 
1.1 Project Area 
 
The project covers the Cayoosh Creek Watershed, a large watershed approximately 1170km2 in area, 
which encompasses a number of sub-drainages: Enterprise Creek, Downton Creek, Boulder Creek, 
Gott Creek, Van Horlick Creek, Casper Creek, Blowdown Creek, Texas Creek, and portion of the 
Seton Ridge area. (note: Texas Creek sites, and Seton Ridge sites  are technically not in the Cayoosh 
Watershed, but are accessed from roads on the Cayoosh side.)   
 
 
1.2 Purpose and Scope of Assessment 
 
The IPAC report (2007) identified 13 non-status roads or road sections as having a very high risk, 29 
as having a high risk and 183 as either moderate or low risk.  Four road sections were identified as 
requiring deactivation prescriptions.  As well, a number of older bridges on the “high” or “very high” 
non-status road sections were identified as requiring inspections, as they are intended to be used for 
recreational or other access. 
 
The purpose of this study is 
 

(1) Field confirmation of risk ratings on roads identified in the IPAC report as having a “High” 
or “Very High” risk rating 

(2) Preparation of deactivation prescriptions for roads identified in the IPAC report as requiring 
them, and 

(3) Inspection of several bridges on non-status roads. 
 
This project was carried out under FIA Project Number: 4753008. The project was completed in 
accordance with the 2003/2004 FIA standards for road deactivation, landslide and gully 
rehabilitation projects and the 2003/2004 FIA standards for environmental maintenance projects on 
non-status forest roads.  The primary objective of environmental maintenance projects on non-status 
roads is to mitigate environmental hazards that originate from shortage or absence of regular road 
maintenance, while allowing safe motor vehicle access where it will not adversely affect the 
environment and where it can be generally accommodated without additional significant expenditure. 
Environmental hazards are occurrences, or potential occurrences, having the potential to adversely 
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affect environmental values (i.e., forest resources), private and public property, and other social and 
economic values 

 

2.0 Methodology 
 
2.1 Road Risk Assessments 
 
Field assessments were carried out to confirm risk ratings and to provide recommendations on roads 
identified in the IPAC report as having a “High” or “Very High” risk rating.  This involved: 
 

1. Review of the IPAC report and findings for all road segments rated as High and Very High 
2. Office based review of terrain stability mapping, airphotos and ortho photo coverage for these 

sites. 
3. Field visit, included determination of environmental hazard at the site, including hazard of 

landslides and/or significant sediment production that could cause adverse material harm. 
4. An update of the findings and risk assessment 
5. Reporting results and making recommendations for further actions. 

 
The ‘risk assessment’ in the IPAC report was reviewed, and the areas requiring field review were 
examined in detail using airphotos (where available), terrain stability maps and access maps.  The 
hazards as outlined in the IPAC report were noted, and the potential consequence elements relevant 
to environmental hazard were identified.  Field visits were conducted, with each site foot traversed 
where possible.  Where no access was possible, or where sites were found to be very overgrown, 
only a visual inspection was performed.  During the site visit, an assessment of the overall hazard 
potential was assessed, based on soil texture, topography, local hydrology and evidence of past 
landslide or sediment production activity. The risk assessment in the IPAC report was updated. 
Results generally indicated either that roads and road sections were to have deactivation 
prescriptions prepared, or that prescriptions were not deemed necessary.  
 
Partial Risk 
The objective of this study is to provide ratings for environmental risk posed by non-status roads in 
the study areas.  In the analysis, the partial risk (i.e. P(HA)) to the adjacent resources from the 
specific hazardous landslide was assessed1 using methods described in the “Landslide Hazard and 
Risk Case Studies in the Forest Sector” document2. Partial risk is the product of the probability of 
occurrence of a specific hazardous landslide or erosion event and the probability of that landslide 
reaching or otherwise affecting the site occupied by a specific element. For the purpose of this 
assessment only the spatial probability3 was assessed and no analysis of the temporal probability4 
was undertaken.  Partial risk does not consider the vulnerability of the element(s), and therefore is 
not a complete estimate of risk. In practice, partial risk is usually the preferred type of analysis when 
little is known about the vulnerability of the element(s) or where an estimate of vulnerability is not 
                                                 
1. A risk analysis will only be completed where the likelihood of landslide occurrence exceeds low. 
2. Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Forests, 2004. 
3. Spatial probability relates to the potential of a landslide to reach or otherwise affect the site occupied by an element. 
4. Temporal probability relates to the potential of a mobile element, such as an occupant of a house or a moving vehicle, to be at the affected site at the 
time the event occurs. 
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required.  For example where we have identified a landslide hazard from a particular road section we 
have estimated the potential runout and magnitude of such a slide.  If it is likely that the slide may 
runout to a stream with known fish habitat we have not determined the degree of damage that such a 
landslide would have on the fish habitat, only that the slide may impact it, and deliver a certain 
amount of sediment and debris.  This approach is generally considered appropriate for projects of 
this nature and scale.  
 
Hazards 
The IPAC report classed hazard primarily on presence or absence of terrain class IV and V mapping 
(potentially unstable, or unstable) or on soil erosion classifications in the terrain mapping.  In this 
study, during the field investigations of road segments identified by IPAC using these simple criteria, 
hazard was assessed based on the likelihood of landslides or other significant sediment mobilising 
events that could have an adverse material effect on the environment.   
 
Generally, two primary mechanisms for landslide initiation are recognised as being of key 
importance during this study.  These are “gentle over steep” types of failures, and Road prism 
failures.  The following descriptions are derived from Grainger (2001). 
 
(1) ‘Gentle over steep’ Landslides  
In the southern interior of B.C. many forest development related landslides, and most landslides with 
significant downslope impacts, are caused in whole or part by drainage concentration and redirection 
along roads, and to a lesser extent trails.  These roads may be located on relatively gently sloping 
terrain, and landslides may occur at or immediately below the road prism, or several hundreds of 
metres downslope of the road, in both harvested and unharvested terrain.     
 
(2) Road Prism Failures 
The other major cause of forestry related landslides is road prism failure. These are commonly 
smaller, with shorter run-out distances than drainage related failures.  They may have significant 
downslope impacts where the road or trail is located relatively near to the downslope element at risk. 
This process was identified on a number of the roads in the study area.  It seems to have been 
common practice on some of the older roads in the area, to oversteepend fills, and to sidecast waste 
excess materials, leaving unstable soils perched on the downslope side of the road. 
 
Other hazards considered in this study include potential failure of crossing structures, and the impact 
following such a failure (which can directly lead to the above mentioned road prism and gentle over 
steep type of failures) and excessive sediment production along roads (with delivery to streams).  
 
Consequence Elements 
Tables in the IPAC report identify a number of consequence elements, and bases the risk rating on a 
matrix linking potential hazard (hazard in that report was based on proximity to class IV and V 
terrain mapping polygons) and a consequence table. This approach is suitable for access management 
planning, however, for this field-based assessment, only hazards pertaining to environmental risk and 
direct impact to human safety (i.e. impact to transportation corridors) were considered.  These are: 
 

1. Fish habitat  
2. Private Land / Indian Reservations 
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3. Public Roads (from TRIM and MoF Road Status Map) 
4. Soils and productive area. 

 
These constitute elements considered to have a moderate or high consequence value for the purpose 
of this analysis with respect to landslide impact or sediment delivery.  Impacts to elements with low 
consequence values were not assessed in this study, except where such impacts would be potentially 
large enough to warrant a higher rating.  In this study, the primary consequence elements were found 
to be impacts to fish bearing streams, and to a lesser extent impact to existing forest and public 
roads.    
 
 
2.2 Deactivation Prescriptions 
 
The following roads were identified in the IPAC report as requiring a deactivation prescription. See 
Figure 1 (appendix A, attached) for an overview of the location of these roads 
 

• Van Horlick 8 Road 
• Got 2-2 Road 
• 23 Mile 1-2 Road 
• Hurley-Silvermine 1-2 Road 

 
These are roads with identified and obvious hazards. Roads were foot traversed, and observations 
were made of the locations of surface drainage features such as creeks, seepages, gullies and swales, 
terrain attributes above and below the road, and conditions of the road surface and subgrade and 
associated cuts and fills. Adjacent terrain was investigated where it was judged to be pertinent to the 
deactivation. 

The prescriptions were identified using standard methods described in Forest and Range Practices 
Act and field guides including the Best Management Practices Handbook: Hillslope Restoration in 
British Columbia (MoF 2001), Resource Road Rehabilitation Handbook: Planning and 
Implementation Guidelines (Interim Methods)(MoF/MoE, 1994), Gully Assessment Procedures 
Guidebook (MoF 1995), Mapping and Assessing Terrain Stability Guidebook – Second Edition 
(MoF 1999), and the Forests Road Engineering Guidebook (MoF 1993). The prescriptions draw 
heavily on professional judgement derived from extensive forest engineering experience in the area. 

 
2.3 Bridge inspections 
 
Bridge sites identified in the IPAC report for inspection are located at 
 

• Gott Creek (4 bridge) 
• Van Horlick (one bridge) 

 
In addition, during the field inspections, two additional bridges were noted with significant issues. 
These are located at (1) 23 Mile Creek – the bridge is located along a section of road for which 
deactivation prescriptions were prepared, and (2) a bridge at km 0.6 on the Hurley-Silvermine Road. 
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The Gott Creek Roads and 23 Mile Creek bridge were inspected by Mr. Michael Foster P.Eng of 
Forsite.   The bridges on the Van Horlick and Hurley-Silvermine Roads were inspected by and 
photographed by Mr. Peter Weisinger, M.Sc, GIT of Forsite, and photos and notes were reviewed by 
Mr. Foster.   
 

3.0 Results and Recommendations 
 
3.1 Road Field Inspections 
 
In total, 41 roads or road segments were inspected, totalling approximately 66.0 km.  Of these 15 
were confirmed as requiring deactivation prescriptions; a total of approximately 29.7 km. One 
section of 9.2 km (Gott Creek) was identified as requiring ongoing environmental maintenance and 
monitoring, and the remaining 25 roads or road sections (approximately 27.1 km) were identified as 
requiring no further action because they had already been deactivated sufficiently, or did not pose a 
significant environmental risk.    
 
The results of the road field inspections are summarised in Table 3.1.  Roads where deactivation 
prescriptions are recommended are highlighted in yellow.  Roads where deactivation prescriptions 
have been completed are in grey.  No further risk assessment was performed on the roads for which 
deactivation prescriptions have been done. 
 
3.2 Deactivation Prescriptions 
 
Deactivation prescriptions were prepared for four road sections: Van Horlick 8 Road, Got 2-2 Road, 
23 Mile 1-2 Road and the Hurley-Silvermine 1-2 Road.  A total of 7.9kms of road deactivation 
Prescriptions were prepared.  This includes 4.8km of permanent deactivation, and 3.1km of semi-
permanent deactivation on Gott Creek (Access needs identified that the road is to remain accessible 
to recreational vehicular traffic). Detailed prescriptions are found in tables 3.2-3.5 below. 
 
Station locations were GPSed and are shown mapped in Figures 2 through 5 (attached, appendix A). 
Standard prescription symbols have been used to identify and describe the work recommended in the 
prescription summary tables below and in the field. Field markings were made using ribbon hung on 
roadside vegetation.  

The primary objective of the prescribed deactivation works is to restore pre-existing surface and sub-
surface drainage patterns as closely as possible to their original condition, and to stabilize 
oversteepened cut and fill slopes. This will require varying intensities of work, from full 
recontouring by pulling back all recoverable fill, to minor pull-back to achieve decommissioning of 
ditches and outsloping and decompaction of the road surface. It is of primary importance that cross-
slope windrows, ditches and closed depressions be back-filled or breached to prevent ponding or 
channelization of water. 

Prescribed pull-back of sidecast fill, both partial to full recontouring, should be done with attention 
to restore the slope profile as closely as possible to its original state. This should include 
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reconstruction of the generally repetitive pattern of low ridges and subtle swales through 
redistribution of pulled back material within the range of the machine’s swing radius. This level of 
detail depends entirely on the attention of the excavator operator. 

Supervision and follow-up inspection of deactivation works by a qualified professional is 
strongly recommended.  

Where ‘restore gully’ has been prescribed, all placed fill and other material should be removed from 
within the gully to re-establish the original profile of sidewalls and channel. In cases where the fill is 
comprised of large rock fragments without significant interstitial fine-grained material, establishment 
of a well defined stream channel matching the naturally occurring stream’s dimensions centered in a 
definite swale dip is sufficient.   

Stream channels outside gullies should be restored by removing the culvert and any placed fill, and 
establishing an armoured channel matching the adjoining natural channel’s dimensions. A confining 
berm sufficient to prevent the stream from escaping its channel during high flows should be 
established on the downgrade side of the stream. 

Cross ditches should be installed only at the prescribed locations. Existing cross ditches at all other 
locations should be backfilled to render them inoperable and restored to a cross slope matching the 
deactivation treatment of the adjoining road section. Emergent water at other locations should be 
buried with pulled back road prism material. 

Areas of disturbed, bare soil should be adequately seeded with a seed mixture compatible with the 
site conditions. 

Completion of the prescribed deactivation works will render the road impassable to vehicular traffic, 
in compliance with requirements for achieving deactivation status. Large rocks or a log barrier with 
appropriate signage should placed at the bottom of the deactivated road to prevent vehicular access.   

A narrow (<2.5m) outsloped trail may be constructed in the pulled back material if needed to 
facilitate foot or ATV access for silviculture purposes. It is not acceptable to establish this trail by 
retaining any portion of the original compacted road surface. The trail must not interfere with cross 
drainage structures established under this prescription, and must be adequately out-sloped to prevent 
channelling of surface along the alignment. 

Note about orphaned roads: 
During the course of the deactivation prescriptions, it was noted that deactivation of these roads 
may result in loss of access to status and non-status roads beyond, in effect orphaning these.  For the 
23 Mile deactivation, it was noted that many kilometres of road beyond the area identified for 
deactivation would be cut off, some of these roads were identified as having road permits associated 
with them, and others had not been assessed, and may possibly require deactivation.  It is strongly 
recommended that this issue be addressed before commencement of any physical works. 
 
 
3.3 Bridge Inspection Summary 
 
A total of four bridges were inspected with respect to  suitability for continued (recreational) use. 
Three failing bridges were also inspected with respect to environmental and other hazards.  The 
following is a summary of findings and recommendations for these bridges. 
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Gott 
Four bridges were inspected in the Gott Creek drainage in November 2007.  All bridges have 
confirmed decay and deterioration of key structural components to the point that they are no longer 
safe for industrial traffic.  The first three bridges all require minor decking work to be completed to 
be safe for light traffic use.  We recommend the bridges be posted with load ratings of maximum 5 
tonnes.  If a higher load rating is required, deflection testing of the structures will be required. (Photo 
Plates 1-3) 
 
23 Mile 
There is one bridge located on the 23 Mile road that is scheduled for deactivation (see also 
deactivation prescriptions below).  The bridge has deteriorated to the point that it is not be safe for an 
excavator to walk across.  It is recommended that this bridge be removed as the excavator re-opens 
the road to gain access to the end of the road to begin the permanent deactivation. (Photo Plate 4) 
 
Hurley-Silvermine 
The bridge at the 0.6km on the Hurley-Silvermine road was discovered to have the woods side sill 
log, stringers, and cross ties completely burnt out.  The bridge and cross ties are currently being 
supported by cut and placed vertical second growth fir.  This bridge is unsafe for vehicle traffic and 
immediate removal is recommended. (Photo Plates 5A, 5B) 
 
Van Horlick 10 
This bridge is located on the Van Horlick Mainline, and marks the end of vehicular access.  The 
stringers on this bridge have broken and the original needle beam is resting on the bottom of the 
stream.  It is recommended that this bridge be removed commensurate with other deactivation works 
in the area. (Photo Plate 6) 
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

23 Mile 1-1 1.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

This is a long road section located on moderate to moderate 
gradients and Class IV terrain in the first section, and generally 
moderate to gentle gradient side slopes past the second section. Soils 
are generally well drained sandy glaciofluvial materials in the first 
section, with more angular colluvial rubble and till materials in the 
southern portion. 
 
 (see Photo Plate 9 for all 23 mile roads) 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
M 

M 

Deactivation prescription required.  
 
Note: Roads beyond will be orphaned by deactivation on this 
road system – check silviculture and road obligations 
(Ainsworth?) 

23 Mile 1-2 1 VH  

Field 
assessment 
and 
deactivation 
prescription 
required 

Failing road prism, failing cutslopes 
Sandy glaciofluvial soils – area is mapped as unstable and potentially 
unstable Steep Stream gradients (>20%) to Cayoosh Creek (fish 
habitat), and highway crossing (culvert) 
 
Photo Plates 7,8 and 9 

N/A 

Detailed Deactivation prescription has been prepare d. 
 
The assessed sections of road are at the front end of 
this road system.  Deactivation of these roads will  
inhibit deactivation and/or maintenance of the road s 
held under permit by Ainsworth.  Ainsworth must 
determine access requirements to those roads prior to 
implementation of our prescriptions and 
recommendations. 

23 Mile 1-3 3.6 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road is becoming overgrown, moderate slopes, but existing culverts, 
some minor diversions. 

Road drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
M 

H Deactivation prescription required.  
 

23 Mile 2 0.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road is heavily overgrown, POC on 23 Mile 1 is obscured.  Moderate 
gradients.  Stream crossings swaled with low likelihood of future 
diversions. 

L 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
L 

L No Action Required 

23 Mile 3 0.8 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road upslope of identified problem / unstable gully complex area.  
Drainage concerns exacerbate problems on lower road. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability, 
debris flow 

 
H 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
M 
 

Highway 99 
L 

H 
Deactivation prescription required.  
 

23 Mile 4 0.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Road surface erosion.  Road has culverts in place that are losing 
functioning. Class V terrain downslope with know issues and 
deactivation prescriptions required. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
debris flow 

 
M 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
M 
 

Highway 99 
L 

M 
Deactivation prescription required.  
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

23 Mile 5 2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Significant drainage diversion issues.  Some existing deactivation – 
last 200m pulled back.  Stream diversions. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
L 

M 
Deactivation prescription required.  
 

Blowdown 7 1 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road is located in valley bottom location on moderate slopes. 
Very overgrown No apparent stability concerns. 

L 

Fish bearing 
stream 

 
M 

L Further deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Cayoosh 13-
2 

0.5 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Overgrown road, talus soils L 

Fish bearing 
stream, 

Highway Road 
L 

L No Action Required 

Cayoosh 21 2.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Moderate gradient slopes.  Significant rutting and ponding, sediment 
production ongoing. Note – 4x4 access causing sedimentation – 
improper drainage. 
 
(Photo Plate 10) 

Chronic 
sediment 

production  
 
 

M 

Sediment 
Delivery to 

Streams and  
Loss of 

Recreational 
Road 

 
M 

M Deactivation Prescription Required.  

Cayoosh 
26.1 

2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Narrow ditchless road, perched oversteepened fills.  Sections of high 
hazard for Fillslope failures and cutslope failures.  Potential to create 
chronic sedimentation sources.    

Cutslope and 
fillslope 
failures, 
Chronic 

sediment 
production 

 
M 

Sediment 
Delivery to 

Streams and  
Loss of 

Recreational 
Road 

 
M 

M Deactivation Prescription Required.  

Cayoosh 3 0.8 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

The beginning of this road (approx. 500m) is located on gentle slopes 
with bedrock control immediately upslope of very steep terrain. 
Remainder of the road is located on moderate slopes and much of the 
road prism has been buried by road fill from Highway 99. 

L 
Fish bearing 

stream, 
M 

L Further deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Cayoosh 5 0.8 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Road located immediately below Highway 99. 
Moderately steep sideslope at POC extend down to broad midslope 
bench.  Last 300m of the road is located immediately upslope of 
Cayoosh Creek. No apparent stability or drainage concerns. 

L 
Fish bearing 

stream 
M 

L Further deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Cayoosh 5.1   

No Comments 
but highlighted 
as high risk on 
the maps 
provided 

Road located upslope of the highway, Switchback is located on broad 
bench. End of the road is located on steep slopes with a ravelling 
fillslope down to the Highway 99 right of way. No apparent drainage or 
stability concerns Broad flat area at toe of fill would likely restrict 
runout to Highway 99 for most of the road length.  Only directly 
downslope of the switchback are slopes steep directly down to the 
highway; however at this location it is the highway cut that presents 
any hazard to the highway not the switchback on the flat bench 

L 

Ravelling of 
materials to 
Highway 99 

 
L 

L Deactivation is not recommended at this time.   
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

upslope. 

Downton 3 2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Old mining road – generally free draining, narrow ditchless bladed 
mining trail.  No concerns identified. Portions of this road have been 
incorporated into Ainsworth’s recent road construction (CP229) 

L 
Fish bearing 

stream 
L 

L Deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Enterprise 4 1.2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road through existing old cutblock.  Steep fills – failing, tension and 
settlement cracks visible.  Ravelling cutslopes and rock cuts.  Existing 
cut slope failures 

Cut /  fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream 

M 
H Deactivation Prescription Required.  

 

Enterprise 5 1.3 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Heavily brushed in road, narrow road.  Tension/settlement cracks 
throughout.    Steep slopes below.  

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream 

M 
H Deactivation Prescription Required.  

 

Gott 2-1 3.1 VH 

Field 
Assessment 
and 
deactivation 
prescription 
required 

 Steep slopes leading directly to Gott Creek.  Large volume fills, often 
perched.  Potential for drainage diversions, fill failures. 

N/A Detailed Deactivation prescription has been prepare d. 

Gott 2-2 9.2 VH  
Bridge 
inspections 
required 

Well drained, sandy bouldery rubble soils Mostly glaciofluvial or sandy 
till soils, often overlain by coarse colluvial rubble.   
Road on toe of slope location. 
 
Current deactivation includes some waterbars and cross ditches, but 
some minor diversions are leading to fillslope failures.  
Slopes/tributaries leading down to Gott Creek are low gradient – flat 
valley bottom. 
 

Sediment 
production on 
road surface, 

culvert failures 
 

M 
 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L-M 

M 

 
 
Regular inspection and maintenance, commensurate 
with future bridge inspections.   
 
Bridges inspected – See report section 3.3 
(note park access requirement identified) 

Gott 3.1 1.3 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Right-of-way felled only, no earthworks done.   L - L No Action Required 

Hurley 
Silvermine 

1-2 
1.3 H 

Field 
assessment 
and 
deactivation 
prescription 
required 

 Existing road with slide, unstable fill materials, collapsing cutslopes, 
drainage diversion concerns ongoing. 
 
(Photo Plate 13,14) 

N/A Detailed Deactivation prescription has been prepare d. 
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

Hurley 
Silvermine 5 

1.2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Very old overgrown mining road.  No POC found on lower road.  
Upper POC mostly obscured, no concerns in existing block.  Lower 
portion overgrown.  

L - L No Action Required 

Pamco 3 0.8 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Very rocky granular soils, well to rapidly drained site 
Road has been partially deactivated with shallow waterbars 
The ditch is infilled and the road is slighltly outsloped Fillslopes are 
steep (80%) but constructed with coarse angular material. 
Moderately steep to steep slopes downslope. 
Road 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

L Further deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Seton 9 1.9 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Very overgrown road, x-ditching in place. Moderate slopes.  No 
significant concerns.   
 
Note: why was this the only non-status road identified in this area? 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream, Seton 

Lake 
 
L 

L No Action Required  

Steep Creek 
3 

0.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road located on moderate to moderately steep  slopes directly 
upslope of Highway 99. 
Road has been temporarily deactivated 
No apparent stability concerns however several sections of the road 
do have minor instability and failing fills. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Highway 99 
M M 

A deactivation prescription should be prepared with  a 
more detailed assessment of the road. 

Steep Creek 
5-1 

2.5 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Failing culvert and fills.  Cutslope failures blocking ditch – leading to 
drainage diversions and fillslope failures.   

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
M 

H 

 
Deactivation Prescription Required.  
 
Note – deactivation prescription should include remainder of 
road system beyond. 
 

Texas 1 0.5 VH  
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road is not present 
Scarce remains of a road prism were noted on the slope but they are 
intermittent.  Active scree deposition from rock bluffs above has 
covered the any road that may previously have existed. 

- - - NA 

Texas 6 4 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road has been temporarily deactivated.  One culvert has washed out 
near the POC but the stream was not diverted and has cut a well 
armoured channel across the road prism. 
 
(Photo Plate 11) 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 
L 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
M 

L Further deactivation is not recommended at this time.   

Texas 6.1 0.3 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Road has already been fully rehabilitated (recontoured) - - - NA 
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

Texas 7 5.4 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road is generally located on moderate slopes in a valley bottom 
location 
No significant stability or erosion concerns with the exception of one 
culvert washout on a small fan (S6). Washout is not significantly 
diverting streamflow. 
 
(Photo Plate 12) 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

L 

Further deactivation is not recommended at this time 
When area is accessed for future development 
consideration should be given to removing the culvert and 
restoring the stream channel of the S6 stream 

Van Horlick 
3-2 

1.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Primarily on flat to moderate slopes, short steep section upslope of 
Van Horlick Creek. 

Road drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
M 

M 

Van Horlick  
4 

1 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Old fireguard or backspar trail, no longer recognizable - - - 

Van Horlick 
5 

1.5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Bridge has been removed (at least 10 years ago) – no access to this 
road system due to high flow in creek at time of assessment.  Roads 
viewed from across the valley and through historic air photo review. 
 
Isolated sections of steep slopes that are continuous down to the 
creek. Appears that road has been deactivated 

Road drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
H 

M 

Van Horlick 
6 

3 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Primarily on flat to moderate slopes, broad flat area between road 
location and Van Horlick Creek. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L-M 

L-M 

Van Horlick 
7-1 

0.8 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Primarily gentle to moderate slopes, no apparent concerns or 
connectivity to Van Horlick Creek  

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

H 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

M 

Develop deactivation prescriptions for Van Horlick 5, Van 
Horlick 7.1, and short sections of Van Horlick 6 and 3-2 that 
are close to the RMA of Van Horlick Creek. 
 
Bridge is out, no access at this time. 
 
Due to cost of reconstructing access across Van Horlick 
Creek and the low to moderate partial risk associated with 
this road system deactivation work should be timed with 
further timber development in this area.   
 
Note Van Horlick 7.1 is located on steep slopes with a 
possible fillslope failure. This road should also be assessed 
for deactivation requirements in conjunction with the above 
listed roads. 

Van Horlick 
8.1 

1 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Moderate slopes, road overgrown no issues identified.  - - - No Action Required 

Van Horlick 
8-1 

2.5 VH 

Field 
assessment 
and 
deactivation 
prescription 
required 

Uncontrolled drainage and sidecasting onto steep slopes has led to a 
number of failures 

N/A Detailed Deactivation prescription has been prepare d. 
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Table 3.1 – Cayoosh Watershed, Field Observations a nd Recommendations 

Road 
Number 

Length 
Preliminary 
Risk Rating 

(IPAC) 

Preliminary 
Comments 

(IPAC) 
Field Observations Hazard  

P(H)1 

Consequence 
Element and 
P(S:H)2 

Partial Risk 
Rating P(HA) 3 

Recommendations 

Van Horlick 
10 (Bridge 

only) 
  VH 

Unsafe bridge. 
Bridge 
inspection 
required 

 Bridge has failed and the approaches have started to wash out See report section 3.2 
Bridge should be removed immediately  and an armoured 
ford should be installed to permit access for ATV and snow 
mobile in the winter months. 

Van Horlick 
10.5 

2 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Not accessible 
Viewed from vantage point across the valley  
Moderate slopes with bench at toe of slope prior to riparian area of 
Van Horlick Creek that would restrict runout of any landslides that do 
initiate. 

Road drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

L No action required 

Van Horlick 
14 

5 H 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Blocky colluvial materials and silty-sand tills.  Numerous avalanche 
paths, and associated creeks.  Culverts often blocked, failing or totally 
buried.  Some erosion / sediment production.  Drainage diversions. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 

M 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L-M 

L-M Deactivation Prescription Required.  
 

West 
Boulder 1 

0.5 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

Road upslope of active rockfall area, rock headscarps.  Road 
approaching landing – rocky, ditchless and outsloped.  End landing 
decompacted and growing deciduous stand.   
 
Area of bedrock instability downslope. 

Road drainage 
related 

instability 
 
L 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

L Action taken sufficient 

West 
Boulder 2 

0.5 VH 
Field 
assessment 
required 

 Dry, ditchless outsloped road, mostly cut through fractured rock.  No 
drainage accumulation. 

Fillslope 
failures, Road 

drainage 
related 

instability 
 
L 

Fish bearing 
stream. 

 
L 

L No action required 
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Table 3.2  Road Deactivation Prescription – VanHorl ick 8 Road 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆100 

 
POC of road deactivation prescription area as designated – road 
continues to southeast conforming close to valley floor.   
 

Note: Execution of deactivation measures in this pr escription area will sever access to remainder of u p-valley road – 
consider  deactivation assessment for entire road p rior to further action  

Permanent 

∆100 to ∆105 

 
Gentle grade across gentle to moderate slopes with no significant 
road prism stabililty concerns – however outside berm and roadside 
ditch are concentrating drainage to sensitive, failure prone slopes 
downgrade. 
 

 Permanent 

∆101 
 
Grade dips through broad swale. 
 

Install cross ditch to re-establish swale drainage continuity – may require ditch excavation to establish outlet Permanent 

∆102 
 
Centre of broad swale. 
 

Install cross ditch to re-establish swale drainage continuity Permanent 

∆105 to ∆107 
 
Road grade steepens and slope below steepens to >60%. 
 

Install cross ditch at ∆106 to disperse concentrated ditch-line drainage Permanent 

∆107 to ∆110 

 
Road located along sharp slope break to steep erosional slope below 
– multiple fill failures initiated by concentrated ditch drainage 
precipitating large debris flows running to channel at base of slope. 
 

 Permanent 

∆107 

 
Head of fill failure/debris flow ~10m wide, high likelihood of further 
failure activity through head-scarp retrogression.   
 

Pull back headscarp to establish slope less than 70%, place spoil in stable position on remaining road surface or cut-slope side. 
 
Note –execution of this action may preclude retained access through this road section. Excess spoil may have to be end-hauled 
to suitable location down-grade if retained access is desired  

Permanent 

∆108 

 
Head of fill failure/debris flow ~15 m wide, high likelihood of further 
failure activity through head-scarp retrogression. 
 

Pull back headscarp to establish slope less than 70%, place spoil in stable position on remaining road surface or cut-slope side. 
 
Note –execution of this action may preclude retained access through this road section. Excess spoil may have to be end-hauled 
to suitable location down-grade if retained access is desired 

Permanent 

∆109 

 
Head of fill failure/debris flow ~15m wide, high likelihood of further 
failure activity through head-scarp retrogression. 
 

Pull back headscarp to establish slope less than 70%, place spoil in stable position on remaining road surface or cut-slope side. 
 
Note –execution of this action may preclude retained access through this road section. Excess spoil may have to be end-hauled 
to suitable location down-grade if retained access is desired 

Permanent 

∆110 

 
Head of secondary fill failure to same track – high likelihood of failure 
of intervening material. 
 

Pull back headscarp to establish slope less than 70%, place spoil in stable position on remaining road surface or cut-slope side. 
 
Note –execution of this action may preclude retained access through this road section. Excess spoil may have to be end-hauled 
to suitable location down-grade if retained access is desired 

Permanent 
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Table 3.2  Road Deactivation Prescription – VanHorl ick 8 Road 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆110 to ∆114 

 
Uniform, moderate slopes across surface of upper compound 
fan/apron – no significant road prism stability concerns. 
 

 Permanent 

∆111 
 
Centre of broad swale. 
 

Install cross ditch to re-establish swale cross drainage Permanent 

∆112 
 
Centre of small landing. 
 

Potential spoil disposal area (SDA) for end-hauled waste from up-grade pull-back Permanent 

∆113 

 
Slope moderates further through transition onto lower part of terrain 
unit. 
 

 Permanent 

∆114 

 
Centre of switchback; accumulated ditch flow directed off end of 
switch onto open slope with low likelihood of adverse effect. 
 

Maintain/improve ditch off end of switch to ensure drainage continues this routing and cannot escape onto the road alignment  Permanent 

∆114 to ∆117 

 
Uniform moderate to gentle slopes – no significant road prism 
stability or drainage concerns. 
 

No action required Permanent 

∆115 

 
Bottom of steep grade through switch – moderate potential for 
surface erosion in generally coarse granular material, low likelihood 
of fine sediment delivery to channels. 
 

No action required Permanent 

∆117 to ∆118 

 
Broad draw – outlet of stream channel affected by upslope debris 
flows. 
 

 Permanent 

∆118 

 
Centre of washed out crossing – culvert present but bypassed, 
channel upstream heavily debris laden.  
 

Remove culvert and establish broad, deep channel with heavy, armoured down-grade berm to prevent diversion onto road grade Permanent 

∆118 to ∆122 

 
Road crosses gentle, well drained slopes – no significant road prism 
stability or drainage concerns outside those specifically noted.  
 

No action required Permanent 

∆121 
 
Stream intercepted and diverted by ditch, original channel below. 
 

Install armoured cross ditch to re-establish stream into original channel, pull back excess fill materials at outlet to establish max. 
slopes of 70% and armour  Permanent 

∆119 
 
Metal culvert conducting diverted stream. 
 

Remove culvert Permanent 
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Table 3.2  Road Deactivation Prescription – VanHorl ick 8 Road 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆122 
 
POT of road deactivation at junction with VanHorlick Main 
 

 Permanent 

 
 

Table 3.3  Road Deactivation Prescription – Gott 2- 2 Road, Gott Creek 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆122 
POC of deactivation prescription area as designated at three-way 
junction 

 Semi-permanent 

∆122 to ∆130 
Gentle slopes on broad valley floor – no significant road prism 
stability concerns 

 Semi-permanent 

∆123 Bottom of grade at bridge approach Install waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆124 Centre of bridge  Semi-permanent 

∆125 
Metal culvert in good condition at top of short adverse out of bridge 
crossing 

Install back-up cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆126 Bottom of dip Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆127 Small creek intercepted by ditch, conducted to crossing at ∆128  Semi-permanent 

∆128 Creek crossing in armoured cross ditch No work required Semi-permanent 

∆129 
Creek crossing – twinned culverts (600m metal; 800mm plastic) in 
good condition, ditch block undersized with associated risk of stream 
diversion to ditch/road grade 

Install armoured back-up swale and berm and improve ditch block Semi-permanent 

∆130 Centre of long moderately steep grade Install waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆130 to ∆136 
Road traversing moderate slopes with subdued ridge-swale pattern – 
no significant road prism stability concerns 

 Semi-permanent 

∆131 Bottom of long grade Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆132 Bottom of long gentle grade before landing Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆133 End of landing, timber edge – cut block to north  Semi-permanent 

∆134 Metal culvert damaged at inlet end Remove metal culvert and install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆135 Dip in grade Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆136 to ∆137 No ditch – rock at surface, road outsloped  Semi-permanent 

∆137 to ∆145 
Traverseing steeper slopes with associated increase in cut height, 
cut in till and friable rock 

 Semi-permanent 
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Table 3.3  Road Deactivation Prescription – Gott 2- 2 Road, Gott Creek 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆137 Bottom of grade dip Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆138 Metal culvert in good condition Install back-up cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆139 Bottom of grade dip Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆140 Culvert at centre of broad swale Install back-up cross ditch aligned with bottom of dip, no ditch block Semi-permanent 

∆141 Centre of broad swale Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆143 Centre of long grade Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆144 Culvert with buried inlet Clean inlet and sump, install back-up cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆145 to ∆152 
Traversing moderately steep to steep slope with high cut and large 
fill; steep road grade, steep slope directly to stream channel below � 
High risk section  

 Semi-permanent 

∆145  Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆146 to ∆147 

Excessive fill oversteepened and perched against right-of-way 
bounding trees, tension cracks extending into road prism, broad 
indications of creep � potential for failure to run to main channel of 
Gott Creek below 

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened, perched fill; spoil will have to be end-hauled if access is to be retained  Semi-permanent 

∆148 Centre of steep grade Install waterbar to inside Semi-permanent 

∆149 Sharp curve in alignment around heavy rock outcrop Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆150 Centre of steep grade Install waterbar to inside Semi-permanent 

∆151 Near bottom of steep grade Install cross ditch, pull back fill around outlet and armour Semi-permanent 

∆152 to ∆155 Road crosses major avalanche path-gully complex  Semi-permanent 
∆152 Culvert at edge of avalanche path/gully complex Install back-up cross ditch, pull back excess fill at outlet and armour. Semi-permanent 

∆152 to ∆153 

High, steep cut with associated large-volume, oversteepened fill lying 
on steep slope direct to Gott Creek main-stem immediately below 
Heavy channel scouring and minor levee deposition, migrating 
channel location and episodically high flows associated with erosion 
and destabilization of road fills with sediment and debris delivery 
directly to stream below. 

Partial Pullback(2) of placed fill material to full reach of excavator, end-haul spoil to designated SDA immediately down-grade. 
Deflect alignment to conform to the gully cross-profile (J-hole) to facilitate retained 4x4 access. Contour grade into broad swale 
profile to prevent diversion of flows onto grade-line.  

Semi-permanent 

∆153 
Culvert aligned with main channel position at centre of track – fill 
heavily scoured exposing full length of pipe, heavy erosion of fill at 
outlet end, pipe plugged and crushed � non-functional 

Remove culvert and construct armoured channel with ford to facilitate retained 4x4 access.  Semi-permanent 

∆154 to ∆155 

High cut through sharp north-bounding ridge comprised of friable 
fine-grained rock, associated large volume of fine-grained fill heavily 
perched and oversteepened � potential failure routing directly to 
stream channel. 

Partial Pullback(2) to slope of <70%, end haul or push spoil to designated SDA immediately down-grade. Deflect alignment to 
conform to gully cross-profile (J-hole) to facilitate retained 4x4 access. Construct broad berm of erosion resistant material to 
ensure gully flows cannot be diverted onto road alignment. 

Semi-permanent 

∆154 
Heavy fill erosion by stream flow apparently diverted by avalanche 
debris lodged in channel that has since melted out. 

 Semi-permanent 
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(1) Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths. - Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw - Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armor with rock. - Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface - 
Restore natural slope profile - Compact placed material with bucket or by walking excavator over placed material. - Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area - Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
(2) Partial Pullback 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling materials are provided in the tables. - Hand seed entire disturbed 
road prism area. 
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Table 3.3  Road Deactivation Prescription – Gott 2- 2 Road, Gott Creek 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆156 to ∆157 Ditch heavily scoured by stream flows diverted from avalanche gully  Semi-permanent 

∆156 Widens to inside (behind gully bounding ridge)  Designated Spoil Disposal Area (SDA) – receiving area for end-hauled spoil generated by pull-back between ∆146 to ∆147 and 
∆152 to ∆155. 

Semi-permanent 

∆157  Install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆158 to ∆160 

Oversteepened fine-grained sidecast fill with tension cracks lying on 
moderately steep slopes through cut block directly to stream � 
moderate likelihood of fill failure with potential to directly affect 
stream   

Partial Pullback(2) and push or end-haul spoil to wide spot with gentle slopes near ∆158 Semi-permanent 

∆158  Install reverse waterbar (outlet directed to outside/downslope) Semi-permanent 

∆159 
Culvert with buried inlet, piping failure of road prism evident at 
outside track 

Remove culvert and install cross ditch, pull back fill to create outfall channel and armour. Semi-permanent 

∆160 to ∆161 
Oversteepend fine-grained fill lying on steep slope directly to creek, 
perched on right-of-way stumps, heavy tension cracking � high 
likelihood of failure with potential failure routing directly to stream 

Pull back all perched/oversteepened fill, end-hauling of spoil will be necessary to facilitate retention of 4x4 access.  Semi-permanent 

∆162 Centre of steep grade Install reverse waterbar (outlet directed to outside) Semi-permanent 
∆163 400mm metal culvert with partially buried inlet and outlet Repair inlet and outlet and install back-up cross ditch OR remove culvert and install cross ditch Semi-permanent 

∆163 to ∆164 

Heavy cut through friable rock, excessive volume of fill generated 
sidecast onto moderately steep slope transitioning to moderate 
below, high likelihood of fill settling, creep and partial failure, low 
likelihood of failure adversely affecting stream 

 Semi-permanent 

∆164 to ∆165 Steep road grade Install cross ditch at ∆165 Semi-permanent 

∆166 to ∆168 

Oversteepened fill lying on 80-100% slope leading to 
abandoned/secondary road alignment directly below, high likelihood 
of small volume fill failures with consequences limited to deposition 
of debris on road below. Limited opportunity for pull-back without 
cutting off continued access due to narrow road width.  

 Semi-permanent 

∆166 600mm metal culvert in good condition Install back-up cross ditch, pull back fill to <70% at outlet and armour Semi-permanent 

∆167 to ∆172 
Steep grade and very narrow road width, little to no ditch present, 
heavy grader windrow at outside edge, oversteepened fill to old road 
below  

 Semi-permanent 

∆167  Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 

∆168 
Centre of 4-way junction, uncontrolled road surface drainage from 
up-grade washes onto oversteep fill-slope, grader windrow at outside 
edge prevents surface runoff dissipation.  

Install long waterbar/shallow ditch aligned with field markings, breach/remove grader windrow, pull back excess fill material at 
outlet and armour. Semi-permanent 

∆169 to ∆171 Steep (18%) grade  Semi-permanent 
∆169  Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 
∆170  Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 
∆171  Install reverse waterbar Semi-permanent 
∆172 POT of deactivation field traverse at designated location  Semi-permanent 
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(1) Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths. - Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw - Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armor with rock. - Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface - 
Restore natural slope profile - Compact placed material with bucket or by walking excavator over placed material. - Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area - Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
(2) Partial Pullback 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling materials are provided in the tables. - Hand seed entire disturbed 
road prism area. 
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Table 3.4  Road Deactivation Prescription – 23 Mile  -1 Road 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription 
 
Deactivation Level 

∆187 POC at designated location – west (up-grade) side of gully complex  Note: Execution of deactivation measures in this pr escription will severely hinder future access to re mainder of the 
road system – consider  deactivation assessment for  entire road prior to further action  

Permanent 

∆187 to ∆188 
Large volume of fine-grained fill placed at steep slope (~80%); 
history of sliver fill failures; slope moderates immediately below at 
floor of gully; deep, broad ditch back to heavily brushed cut.    

 Permanent 

∆188 Existing cross ditch at start of fill across minor gully/scallop Maintain/improve cross ditch Permanent 

∆188 to ∆189 
Fill across draw intercepts gully channel drainage and concentrates it 
to culvert at downgrade side,  

 Permanent 

∆189 
Culvert with piping failure to road centreline, partial fill failure at outlet 
� fine sediment production and delivery source  

Remove culvert and rehabilitate gully by removing fill sufficient to restore stable channel not susceptible to blockage by failures 
of adjacent cut/steep sidewall slope Permanent 

∆189 to ∆190 Moderate slopes below transitioning into through-cut of broad ridge  Permanent 

∆190 to ∆192 

Very high cut through closely adjoining sharp-crested spur ridges of 
ice-marginal/ablation till characterized by preponderance of huge 
dioritic boulders � Significant rockfall hazard associated with 
boulders lodged in cut  
Heavy accumulation of boulders to >3m on road render it 
impassable;  
Road surface wide, heavy berm of spoil at shoulder, heavy surface 
erosion along alignment; fill oversteepened with extensive history of  
failures. 

For retained access, construct buttressing wall from available boulders close to toe of cut to intercept rockfall 
Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill placing spoil on road surface raising grade, eliminate bermed spoil at shoulder, finish 
surface to facilitate ATV access 
 
Note – appropriate caution should be observed in as sociation with identified rockfall hazard 

Permanent 

∆190 Existing cross ditch Maintain/improve existing cross ditch Permanent 
∆191 End of berm, start of fill failure to west gully channel Partial Pullback(2) to 70%, dress spoil into road surface raising grade. Permanent 

∆192 to ∆194 
Broad channel of west gully, native bedrock exposed in west side, 
end of rockfall hazard and associated debris accumulation 

 Permanent 

∆193 
Centre of stream channel; 60% channel slope, reasonably contained 
in self-armoured channel across road, heavy native channel loading 
dominated by boulders 

Improve swaling through crossing, improve confining berm on down-grade side, decommission ditch exiting gully on down-grade 
side Permanent 

∆194 to ∆199 

High cuts through adjoining sharp-crested spur ridges of boulder till 
(boulders to >3m) � Significant rockfall hazard associated with 
boulders lodged in cut  
Dislodged boulders accumulated on road make it impassable; 
Oversteepened fill (>80% to main channel below), extensive history 
of fill failure activity 

For retained access, construct buttressing wall from available boulders close to toe of cut to intercept rockfall, 
Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill placing spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV access. 
 
Note – appropriate caution should be observed in as sociation with identified rockfall hazard  

Permanent 

∆196 Metal culverts (2) in scallop/gully between ridges Remove metal culverts and install deep, broad cross ditch, pull back oversteepened fill at outlet and armour Permanent 

∆197 Crest of through-cut ridge, small fill failure to west (~80% to channel) Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. 

Permanent 

∆198 Fill failure direct to stream occupying main gully channel below Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. 

Permanent 

∆199 End of high cut, end of boulders accumulated on road  Permanent 

∆199 to ∆200 
Continued steep (80%) below, but fill slope heavily brushed and 
nominally stable under present conditions.  

 Permanent 

∆200 
Centre of bridge over main stream channel – bridge 8m long 
constructed of 80cm+ log stringers on log-crib abutments, in good 
condition 

Remove bridge deck and superstructure to attain permanent deactivation status Permanent 
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(1) Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths. - Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw - Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armor with rock. - Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface - 
Restore natural slope profile - Compact placed material with bucket or by walking excavator over placed material. - Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area - Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
(2) Partial Pullback 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling materials are provided in the tables. - Hand seed entire disturbed 
road prism area. 
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Table 3.4  Road Deactivation Prescription – 23 Mile  -1 Road 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription 
 
Deactivation Level 

∆200 to ∆202 
Moderate road grade with broad ditch and steep (80%) fill; ditch, cut 
and fill-slopes all heavily brushed and nominally stable under present 
conditions.  

 Permanent 

∆201 
Small stream channel from upslope intercepted and diverted into 
ditchline 

Restore stream channel across road in deep, armoured channel to re-establish stream into its native channel. Pull back excess 
material at outfall side to prepare channel outlet with slopes no steeper than 70% and armour 

Permanent 

∆202 to ∆204 

High cut through boulder till terrace scarp � Significant rockfall 
hazard associated with boulders lodged in cut  
Broad road width with excessively large fill oversteepened and 
partially perched 
Road surface heavily loaded with large boulders rendering it 
impassable   

Pull back oversteepened fill, place as berm close to base of cut, armour berm with boulders from road surface, construct ATV 
track as possible to facilitate retention of access 
 
Note – appropriate caution should be observed in as sociation with identified rockfall hazard  

Permanent 

∆202 
Uncontrolled flow from diverted stream at ∆201 spills onto steep fill 
slope initiating failures resulting in compound debris flow reaching 
main stream at bottom of slope 

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. Permanent 

∆203 to ∆204 

Overlapping headscarps for compound fill failures/debris flow 
complex running to stream at base of slope; preponderance of 
boulders in cut slope above lessening and concentrated into top of 
unit with lower stratums becoming finer-grained.  

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. 

Permanent 

∆204 to ∆205 
No existing fill failures, however, heavy accumulation of spoil (largely 
boulders) at shoulder; heavily ovesteepened, perched fill; road 
partially blocked by debris from cut failures 

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. Permanent 

∆205 to ∆208 
Series of fill failures with shared debris flow tracks direct to stream 
channel at gully floor. 

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. 

Permanent 

∆206 
Centre of compound fill failures heading debris flow tracks running to 
stream channel at base of slope 

 Permanent 

∆207 Head of fill failure/debris flow to stream at base of slope  Permanent 

∆208 to ∆209 

End of boulder strewn road surface;  
Slope above and associated cut lower and poor in boulders (out of 
ice-contact terrace unit), some native bedrock exposed in cut 
Continuing oversteepened and perched fill with old tension cracks; 
road prism sedimentary character has changed: siltier and more 
plastic    

Partial Pullback(2) of oversteepened fill to max 70%. place spoil on road surface raising grade, finish surface to facilitate ATV 
access. 

Permanent 

∆209 to ∆210 
End of heavily perched fill, continuing oversteepened, no direct 
indicators of instability 

 Permanent 

∆210 POT of deactivation traverse at designated location  Permanent 
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(1) Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths. - Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw - Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armor with rock. - Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface - 
Restore natural slope profile - Compact placed material with bucket or by walking excavator over placed material. - Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area - Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
(2) Partial Pullback 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling materials are provided in the tables. - Hand seed entire disturbed 
road prism area. 
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Table 3.5  Road Deactivation Prescription – Hurley- Silvermine 1-2 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆1 

Road at the end of the cutblock, end of landing. 85% slopes 
downslope, fills to 100%, ravelling.  Likely sidecast wasted materials 
on fillslopes. Soils are a silty sand till with subrounded clasts, likely 
ice-marginal accumulation such as a kame terrace.  Bedrock is 
intrusive and contact metamorphosed sedimentary rock.   Plantation 
below of immature Fd. The road is aldered in, heavily at the terminal 
end.  
 
Runout potential of a slide to the Cayoosh River from this location is 
likely low, due to a broad bench and timbered area downslope.  

∆2 

Wet/ ponding on landing, ravelling fillslope materials at 100% have 
not revegetated.  Indications that there has been settlement / tension 
cracking at some time in the past, with some downward vertical 
displacement in the fills with respect to the road. 

∆3 
Old fillslope failure at this location as a result of upslope (back 
towards ∆2) drainage accumulation. 

∆4 Evidence of settlement in fills – steep fills ahead to ∆5 
∆5 Steep fill materials, stream crossing. 

∆6 
Seeps emanating in cutslope run down ditchline ahead, thick alder 
growth at this location indicating wet portion of road.   

∆7 Wet area, steep fillslopes to 100%. 

∆8 
Seepage and road surface runoff 
Old culvert at this location is lying on fillslope.  Existing cutslope 
failures. 

∆9 

Start of headscarp of slide – appears to have been an old landing 
that has failed, likely due to seepage and road runoff backchain. 
 
From this point ahead, runout potential of another slide to the 
Cayoosh river is likely moderate – slope sare fairly continuous down 
to river meander below. 

∆10 End of headscarp of slide.  Road is insloped ahead to station 11. 
∆11 Existing cross ditch at this location, minimal flow. 
∆12 Sloughing fillslopes ahead to 13, lots of alder on road. 

∆13 
Some seepage at this location with a lot of alder on the road, and 
potential for further fillslope failures. 

The entire section of road from ∆1 to ∆13 has oversteepend fills, interception of seepage, and evidence of imminent fillslope 
failures and possible larger translational slides in the plantation.  As well, there is an existing landslide, with an estimated volume 
of about 5000m3.  Runout of future landslides may impact the Cayoosh River, and are clearly visible from the highway.    
 
Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths (∆5, ∆8, ∆12) 
Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw  
Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armour with rock. 
Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface  
Restore natural slope profile 
Compact placed material by walking excavator over placed material. 
Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area 
Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
 

Permanent 

∆14  Install cross ditch Permanent 
∆15  Install cross ditch Permanent 

∆16 
Old 800mm culvert at this location, with sump filled in and NCD 
trickling through at time of traverse. 

Install cross ditch Permanent 

∆17 
Aldered in in-sloped road, appears to be fairly free draining with 
minimal ditchline flow evident. 

Install cross ditch Permanent 

∆18 
Road is located upslope of another old road below.  Fills and 
sidecast materials is ravelling onto road below. Partial Pullback of oversteepened, perched fill ahe ad to ∆∆∆∆19  Permanent 
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(1) Full Permanent Rehabilitation 
Pull out all culverts and restore natural drainage paths. - Where culverts are located in draws all fill material is to be removed from the draw - Where seasonal flows are present in the draws, armor with rock. - Decompact road surface and pull back fillslope, place pullback on top of the decompacted road surface - 
Restore natural slope profile - Compact placed material with bucket or by walking excavator over placed material. - Scatter wood debris on the disturbed area - Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area 
 
(2) Partial Pullback 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling materials are provided in the tables. - Hand seed entire disturbed 
road prism area. 
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Table 3.5  Road Deactivation Prescription – Hurley- Silvermine 1-2 
Road 

Station 
∆∆∆∆ 

Site Conditions Prescription Deactivation Level 

∆19  

∆20 POC of Road. 

 
Pull back unstable or perched sidecast and fillslope material to a maximum slope of 70%.  Place excavated material against 
cutslope except in active seepage areas or where material will impede road traffic. In such areas, instructions for spoiling 
materials are provided in the tables. 
Hand seed entire disturbed road prism area. 
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APPENDIX B – PHOTO PLATES 



 
(1) Gott Creek Bridge 1 – decking required. 

 

 
(2) Gott Creek Bridge 2 – decking required. 

 



 
(3) Gott Creek Bridge 3 – decking required. 

 

 
(4) 23 Mile Bridge – decking in disrepair, structure unsound.  Appears to have sandy gravel deposited on it 

from large flows in creek. 
 



 
(5A) Hurley-Silvermine km 0.6 bridge – burned out bush approach.  Bridge not safe, has been flagged in the 
field. 

 

 
(5B) Hurley-Silvermine km 0.6 bridge – detail of repair work attempted at burned out bush side approach. 

 



 
(6) Van Horlick 10 bridge – collapsed with broken stringer. 

 

 

 

 
(7) 23 Mile composite photo – approach to crossing and bridge, failing road prism. 



 
(8) 23 Mile detail of failing road prism. 

 

 
(9) 23 Mile oblique view, taken from Google earth (March 23, 2008) with roads ovelayed.  Note the extensive 

road system beyond the proposed deactivation, and roads still requiring prescriptions.  
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(10) Cayoosh 21 – Road surface runoff on poorly maintained stream crossing.  Culvert buried or absent. 

 

 
(11) Texas Creek site 6 – Washed out culvert, but no other significant issues. 

 



 
(12) Texas Creek site 7 – Washout on S6 – no diversions. 

 

 
(13) Google Earth Image of Hurley-Silvermine 1-2 with road overlay (March 23 2008).  Note the large slide, 

and the high runout potential to the valley bottom. 
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(14) Panorama from Hurley-Silvermine 1-2 : slide path to valley bottom.  Not also the road system on opposite 

side of valley – this area threatened to be orphaned by 23 mile deactivation.  

 


